Reinventing Interactive Gaming

The 90-Series Open-Frame Touchscreens

Create brilliant, engaging experiences for any application with our family of competitively priced open frames.
Take Advantage of These Great Features:

- Next generation Projected Capacitive (PCAP) 2GS (two glass solution) technology delivers a modern true-flat solution for the next generation 10 touch games at a new competitive price
- Common mechanical and electrical components across the line for easy design-in, compliance testing, service, and transition between sizes
- Highest optical quality and longevity with no plastic films
- Only Elo produces the touchscreens, controllers, drivers, and monitor for a complete solution proven in 1000s of gaming installations
- PCAP units pass UL and IK07 Ball Drop tests and have thru-glass capability
- Backwards compatibility to existing models with same X,Y dimensions and mounting but typically thinner, and includes SAW versions with or without bezel*

Upgrade Your Current Open-Frames to the NEW 90-Series

Compatibility Information

| 1247L  | ➔ | 1291L  |
| 1537L  | ➔ | 1590L  |
| 1541L  | ➔ | 1593L  |
| 1739L  | ➔ | 1790L  |
| 1937L/1930L | ➔ | 1990L  |
| 1939L/1931L | ➔ | 1991L  |
| 1940L* | ➔ | 2094L |
| 2243L  | ➔ | 2293L  |
| 2244L  | ➔ | 2294L  |
| 2440L  | ➔ | 2494L  |
| 2740L  | ➔ | 2794L  |

*1940L’s 18.5” panel updated to 19.5”, making the 2094L slightly larger
**available on single-touch SAW
Select from a wide range of sizes—from 10” to 27”—to fit in any gaming environment. Other Elo products extend the range to 70”

New sleek finished enclosure

Common ports design across all units

20+ million installations, 500+ patents, 80+ countries, 40+ years = proven Elo quality
The Elo Difference

Elo is a premier global leader in touchscreen solutions including interactive touch displays from 10 to 70 inches. With multiple touchscreen technology options, including IntelliTouch zero-bezel and standard bezel SAW, SecureTouch anti-vandal SAW, AccuTouch resistive, as well as projected capacitive (PCAP), infrared (IR), and optical, Elo meets the diverse requirements of gaming, digital signage, retail, point-of-sale (POS), hospitality, medical/healthcare IT, industrial, and consumer. As a pioneer in the industry with over 40 years of experience, Elo brings quality, innovation, and integrity to everything we touch.

Only Elo produces the touchscreens, controllers, and drivers—and integrates them into a complete, finished touch system—to create a next-generation solution used by leading global brands.

Engineered and designed specifically for the demanding requirements of the gaming industry, the 90-Series open-frame displays feature touch technology that is built-in rather than bolted-on. Choose the solution that best fits your needs.
Reliable Service and Support
As the world’s largest commercial touchscreen manufacturer, Elo provides the timely, critical, localized service you need from one of our many regional Support Centers.

Global Agency Approvals
Partner with our compliance engineers to help with your total system approval.

3-Year Standard Warranty
Your 90-Series touchscreens are supported by repair centers in over 30 countries.

Extended Lifecycle
Benefit from 5-7 year extended product lifecycles using Elo’s professional, commercial-grade components.

Learn More!
See how the 90-Series Open-Frame Touchscreens will improve your customers’ gaming experience—quickly, easily and affordably!